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ABSTRACT 

Fused deposition modeling (FDM) is the most versatile additive manufacturing technology 

owing to the low-cost materials that handle. However, FDM produce very rough parts which limit 

its use in molds and other industrial applications owing to stair-case effect. To obtain smoother 

surfaces, a post-processing phase may be introduced. In this research, a non-contact finishing 

process to FDM parts using hot air was developed. The hot air is directed locally at the stair-case in 

the surface till melting it which results after cooling to a smoother surface. An experimental setup 

was constructed to study the effects of different process parameters including air temperature, air 

flow rate and the moving velocity of air nozzle over parts surface. An improvement in the 

Roughness Average of a surfaces measured microscopic peaks and valleys (Ra) down to values of 

sub-micron was recorded from specimens with average surface roughness from7 to 8 μm. 

Keywords: fused deposition modeling -surface roughness- non-contact   machining. 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies become a way of batch production 

of complex parts. The technology reduces the lengthy steps of traditional manufacturing and 

presents a progress toward rapid manufacturing. Researches on additive manufacturing 

techniques focus on aspects like part strength, surface roughness, and materials used to obtain 

similar quality like traditional techniques. One of the most common techniques in AM is FDM 

owing to its simplicity and lowmanufacturingcost. The technology deals with wide range of 

polymer-based material sand may also non-polymer materials which under research phase. 

FDM machinemanufactures parts by extruding a semi-molten filament material through a 

robotically controlled nozzle in machine head; the nozzle heats and extrudes the material while 

the machinehead is movingto deposit the layers of the part [1]. Figure 1 presents the 

manufacturing technique and its main components. This layer-based 

Manufacturing yields to a stair-like surface in all AM techniques. Hence, AM 

techniques and specially FDM are characterized with higher surface roughness comparing 

with traditional manufacturing techniques [2].  
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Fig. 1.The FDM technique and its main components [16] 

Several studies were presented to smooth the FDM part surfaces employing different 

machining techniques. A simple hot cutting machining process is used [3].The process 

composed of a heated knife edge directed to the surface with a rake angle like a lathe 

cutting tool; The process  improves the surface roughness but it may affect much on 

dimensional accuracy and may be applicable to high roughness values. Galantucci et al. [4] 

use a chemical method for surface smoothening where the part surfaces made of 

Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) are treated with acetone; The best process 

parameters obtained are immersing time of 300 second and solvent concentration of 10%-

acetone in water. Stratasys company [5] presents a new chemical technique named vapor 

smoothening method; the technique deposits the vapor of a chemical etching material on 

the surface of the part; the technique improves significantly the Ra values of ABS parts but 

may need time, preparations, and the use of proper etching material (if available). Leong et 

al. [6] present abrasive jet deburring process applied on stereo-lithography parts. The 

process exerts a stream of high-velocity abrasive particles at part-burrs until it becomes 

eroded. The process improves the surface Ra value if proper optimization was held to 

process parameters otherwise, increase in roughness will result. Recently, an abrasive 

technique [7] uses barrel finishing to FDM parts but the technique needs hours to perform 

in a rotating room contains barrels. The previous literature shows that most post processing 

techniques such as abrasive techniques. Although there are some other techniques are 

surface addition techniques like painting or coating methods but, it mostly requires an 

abrasive technique before. Abrasive techniques introduce tools, cutting forces, and 

abrasion material. In the other side, The presented finishing process is neither abrasive nor 

additive and can results to highly smooth surfaces. 

2. Process description 

The target of the developed finishing process is to locally re-meltsthe surface of FDM 

parts using a jet of hot air. The re-melting will fuse the stair-case (the stair tips) in the 

surface of FDM parts and will leave the surface free of stairs. In this condition,the heated 

jet temperaturewas sustainedat highertemperature than the melting temperature ofpart 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acrylonitrile_butadiene_styrene
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material; and forcontinuous processing operation, the nozzle introducing hot air which 

moves over partsurface with appropriate translational velocity;this translational velocity 

should be lower enough to heat the surface till melting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 2. Description of the finishing process (a) the finishing process and its working principle (b) a 

picture of experimentally finished surface (c) microscopic picture at boundary region of surface at (b)  

The hypothesis of roughness improvement is that: when hot air melts this staircase, it 

will be free to move under surface tension force. Surface tension tends to heal and flatten 

this staircase and cause -after cooling- a reductionin surface roughness. This finishing 

concept is the same as that in laser polishing technique where the laser light is the heating 

source instead of hot air. The laser polishing technique is often used with hard metals like 

diamond or titanium alloys where abrasive tools are no longer appropriate [8]. Figure 2a 

presents a schematic to the process while figure 2b, shows a magnification of an 

experimentally processed surface with hot air. 

One advantage of using hot air finishing instead of laser is that laser system introduces 

high initial cost compared with the price of FDM parts. Also-for possible manual 

application-finishing by hot air is safer than laser. 

3. Materials and methods 

Figure 3a shows a schematic diagram of the main test rig components. The test rig 

introduces filtered air with a controlled flow rate and temperature on a moving FDM 

specimen -and the air nozzle is fixed- with a controlled translational velocity.  To achieve 

that, fresh air exits from the compressor tank and passes through an air filter and later 

through a pressure regulator. After that, the filtered air passes through a flow controller and 

then to a heater and finally exits from the air nozzle to the surface to be processed. Another 

additional components were introduced at the experimental setup shown in figure 3b; these 

components involve the use of Z-axis in the used 3-D printer (shown in the figure) to provide 

the part with a translational velocity relative to air nozzle. Also, a frictionless x-y suspension 
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placed in the top of the printer to hang the heater and other components. Finally, a vice is 

used for fixing and aligning the test specimen relative to the jet of heated air. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.The test rig of the proposed finishing technique (a) schematic diagram (b) the experimental setup 

The used flow meter is an industrial type of Alicate mass/volume flow meter/controller 

while the body of the heater is made from a high heat-resistance transparent glass for easy 

troubleshooting and it uses a nickel-chrome coil which is connected to an industrial on/off 

controller using a J type thermocouple. Thermocouple was installed near to the air nozzle 

opening (about 1cm)to indicate the air exit temperature. the parts; exit hose of the heater, 

thermocouple connection, and air nozzle are thermally insulated with ceramic fiber so that 

the obtained air exit temperatures are with good accuracy. 

The remaining of this section will discussion the test conditions that must prevail to 

regenerate the presented results. The motion direction of machining process done by air 

nozzle is the same as the deposition direction. The hot air exiting from the nozzle is at a 

right angle to the processed face. Its diameter (d) is 2.5 mm and the opening is at an 

apparent distance (L) of 5 mm from the processed surface. 
 

Figure 4a shows the test specimen. The tested FDM specimens were made of Poly-

Lactic Acid (PLA) uses 3-D printing machine (Ultimaker original). The melt temperature 

of PLA within manufacturing is 200 ∓8℃ [9]–[11]. The specimen has a hexagonal base 
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with edge of13 mm and a height of 21 mm. This shape ensures six side faces that can be 

processed. The specimen shape was simple exclude further complications related to the 

shape or surface angle. Also, the processed surfaces/faces of specimens have a sufficient 

wall thickness of larger than 2.5 mm; 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 4. (a) The test specimen (b) the roughness measuring set up 

The pre-processed roughness in Ra (of specimen faces) is varied from 7 to 8 μm while 

faces with Ra values other than that are excluded. This roughness value is attained by 

using a layer thickness around 0.1mm. The obtained surface roughness values are in Ra 

were measured by "6210s digital portable roughness tester". Figure 4b shows the 

roughness measuring set up. It is a mechanical stylus type profile meter with accuracy 

down to less than 10 percent of its full scale. The measurements are carried out around 

faces mid-plane which is the place of processing with hot air.  

4. Results and discussion 

Now, the process variables were reduced to three input parameters: air temperature, air 

flow rate, and air nozzle translational velocity. These parameters will be tested with the 

resulting roughness improvements. Other possible process-parameters are mentioned in 

section 4and they were held constants over different tests. 

4.1.  The resulting surface roughness at constant air temperature 
 

Figure 5 describes the variation of the average achieved reduction ratio at constant temperature 

of 235℃ while nozzle velocity and air flow rate varies. Every point in the figure represents a 

finished surface under certain combination between nozzle velocity, air flow rate while air 

temperature is 235℃.At vertical axis, there is the average achieved Ra reduction% calculated by: 
 

Ra reduction% = [100*(Rapreprocessing-Rapostprocessing)/Rapreprocessing]  (1) 

The horizontal axis represents the nozzle velocity over test surface. The figure contains five 

curves that each one was held under constant flow rate. The shown Ra values are measured 

with RC filtering(RC filtering is a traditional 2-stage filter with phase difference).The filtering 

gives more stable/precise results indicating roughness only of the measured surface and 

excluding other features like inclination and waviness. Filtering with RC was used with all the 

data presented in figure 5 except ones with negative reductions as will be explained.  
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Fig. 5. Variations of nozzle velocity and the resulting Ra at constant air temperature 

The main result noted in figure 5 is that the reduction in Ra values continues to increase with 

decreasing the nozzle velocity till a maximum allowable value and then further decrease in nozzle 

velocity results to local waviness and/or possibly scattered holes in the surface similar to pitting. 

Figure 6 presents pictures of the two described surfaces (the maximum allowable reduction and 

the failed ones). This condition determines the maximum possible nozzle velocity at certain 

combination between air temperature and air flow rate; this condition is represented in figure 5 by 

negative reduction percent. Also, it is noted that further increase in air temperature or air flow rate 

under this conditions will also cause this failure mode to the surface especially, the increase in air 

flow rates. When this failed surface/face is measured by RC filtering, it probably gives average 

roughness values similar to the maximum reduction point showing that filtering excludes the 

introduced waviness and makes the two cases are similar. To distinguish between these two 

conditions, another reading with roughness meter using DP (Digital Primary profile - no filtering) 

was taken beside reading with RC filtering todetect the introduced waviness. Fortunately, DP 

detects the beginning of waviness represented in figure 5 by negative reduction values –measured 

by DP- while it continues to detect a positive reduction in Ra reading similar to RC filtering in the 

remaining point of the figure – which measured by RC. 
 

It is observed from figure 5 that the increase in air flow rate shifts the entire curve to the 

right; in other words, it increases the allowable operating nozzle velocity which permits 

faster finishing process. Another important finding is that the maximum achieved 

reduction reduces with increasing flow rate as the maximum achieved Ra reduction 

corresponds to minimum flow rate and vice versa. This observation is obtained by noting 

the maximum reduction points in every curve in figure 5. 
 

4.2. The resulting surface roughness at constant flow rate 
 

Figure 7describes the variation of the average achieved reduction ratio at constant air flow rate 

of 3.5 liter/min. while nozzle velocity and air temperature varies. Similar to figure 5, every point 

infigure7 represents a finished surface under certain test conditions. The vertical axis represents the 

average achieved Ra reduction% calculated by equation (1). Also, the shown Ra reduction ratios are 
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measured using Ra readings by RC filtering except the ones with negative reductions which are 

measured using DP. Figure 7 verifies the observation obtained from figure 5 which state that: there 

is an allowable range of nozzle velocity over the surface, while lower velocities will deteriorate the 

surface in form of high waviness and/or local scattered holes similar to pitting. In other side, much 

high nozzle velocity may not smooth the surface. This repeated observation is similar to a concept 

in laser polishing process. It is known that there are two operating levels of energy in laser polishing. 

The first is surface shallow melting (SSM) [12] which represents an appropriate range of energy-

rate of laser beam that introduces adjacent Ra improvement. The second is surface over melting 

(SOM) which is characterizedby higher energy rate of laser beam with increased roughness values 

of the processed surface [13]. Ramos et al. [14] presents further investigation to SOM regime. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 7. Variations of nozzle velocity and the resulting Ra at constant air flow rate 

The figure illustrate that the increase in air temperature shifts the entire curve to the right; in 

other words, permits faster finishing process. This behavior also repeated for air flow rate(in 

figure 5). To demonstrate this behavior, see Lamikiz et al. [15]. This study verifies that SSM 

regime is attained by sustaining an optimum energy level delivered to the surface by polishing 

process. Higher energy levels lead to SOM regime. Hence, the process parameters must 

accommodate in between to sustain this level. On other words, the increase in air temperature 

is compensated by the increase in nozzle velocity (or decrease in exposure time). 

Figure 7 demonstrates the maximum achieved reduction increases with air temperature. 

Also high temperature finishing (figure 7) can last effective on the finished surface than 

high flow rate one. In figure 7, a reduction more than 25% may attained for velocities 

higher than 2.75 mm/sec. while it is lower than 25% at this velocity in high flow rate. This 

makes sense as the temperature difference is the main driving force for melting and 

consequently, smoothing. If much low flow rate and high temperature is used, the surface 

will be smooth but the reversed condition will not result to any smooth surface. 

5. Conclusion 

In this study, a post-processing technique was presented to enchance the surface roughness 

of FDM parts. The technique uses hot air to melt the microscopic corners of the staircase 

surface. The results show that the technique has a significant effect on the resulting Ra where a 

reduction in Ra values of about 88% was recorded. There is allowable nozzle velocity for every 
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used combination between air temperature and air flow rate. A lower velocity than allowable 

causes overheating which causes surface waviness with the possibility of surface pitting; while 

a higher velocity causes lower Ra reduction values or possibly no improvements. 

Nine combination of air temperature and air flow rate is presented with its 

corresponding nozzle velocities; this provides the required data for use with air 

temperatures within 215-265℃ and with air flow within 2.5-5 lit./min. 
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 تحسين خشونة سطح المنتجات المصنعة بتكنولوجيا اإلذابة والترسيب

 الملخص:

تعذ تكُىنىجٍا اإلرابت و انتشصٍب األشهش بٍٍ طشق انتصٍُع باإلضافت بضبب تعايهها يع يىاد يختهفت قهٍهت 

انتكهفت. سغى رنك فاٌ يُتجاتها نها خشىَت عانٍت و انزي ٌذجى يٍ اصتخذايها فً عًهٍاث انقىنبت و غٍش يٍ 

عانجت انًُتج بعذ يشدهت تصٍُعه. فً هزا انعًهٍاث انصُاعٍت بضبب ظاهشة تذسج انضطخ. نتُعٍى انضطخ, ٌتى ي

انبذج تى اصتذذاث طشق تُعى ال تعتًذ عهً نًش أو دك انضطخ باصتخذاو انهىاء انضاخٍ. دٍج ٌضهط انهىاء 

انضاخٍ يذهٍا عهً جزء يٍ انضطخ دتى ٌُصهش و انزي ٌٌُتج صطخ َاعى بعذ أٌ ٌبشد. تى إَشاء و دذة يعًهٍت 

ختهفت انتً تشًم دسجت دشاسة انهىاء و يعذل صشٌاٌ انهىاء و صشعت دشكت فىهت نذساصت تأحٍش انًتغٍشاث انً

يٍكشويتش يٍ عٍُاث  3( اقم يٍ Raانهىاء فىق صطخ انًُتج. تى تضجٍم اَخفاض فً قٍى انخشىَت )بًقٍاس 

 يٍكشويتش. 3و  3نها يتىصط خشىَت أونً ٌتشاوح بٍٍ 

 


